Global Distribution Systems (GDS) provide travel agents with access to information on many travel products such as hotels, airfares, car rentals, cruises, and tour packages. It is estimated that 95% of travel agencies worldwide have access to a GDS. By using a computer reservations system to book their client’s travel, travel agencies gain the ability to track their business, provide management reports to clients, and maximize the use of their agent’s time. In addition, many agencies earn credits toward the cost of the equipment leased for each piece of business booked through their GDS, reducing their overall agency overhead costs.

THE POWER OF GDS

Amadeus
Amadeus connects with 421,000+ unique hotel properties, and brings independent and small-chain hotels to the multi-GDS and online travel community.

Sabre
The Sabre GDS system is the connection between travel service buyers and sellers. The system is supported by 125,000 hotels, and is connected to more than 400,000 travel agents worldwide who serve end clients.

Travelport-Galileo and WorldSpan
Over 650,000 hotel properties connect through Travelport, i.e., Galileo and WorldSpan, to travel agencies in over 180 countries, delivering branded content and targeted promotions to global travel buyers.

GDS BEST PRACTICES FOR ENHANCING GDS SALES

It’s important to review your hotel information within the Windsurfer® CRS first. If you find information that is incorrect, please adjust accordingly. If you have any questions or concerns, contact your Windsurfer support team at Support@SHR.global.

Key items to review:
- Seamless room and rate descriptions
- Utilizing Windsurfer for content adjustments
- Important selling items

SEAMLESS ROOM & RATE DESCRIPTIONS

Do’s
- There is a character limit of 47 per line in GDS returned for seamless availability. This means you should put forth only your most important information first. For example: Hi Speed Internet Access, Views, High Floors, etc.

Don’ts
- Do not display two names in the Rate Code Name.
- If the promotion and/or package does not include anything, leave it blank so the room description returns as seamless.
- Do not display any dates on the rate plan name.

With SEAMLESS, the room description is made up of the 47 characters. The additional descriptive text DOES NOT DISPLAY in the GDS availability response unless the Travel Agent enters an ADDITIONAL and OPTIONAL format, such as HRD*LN, HOVLN, HPLN and HRLN.
HELPFUL TIPS ON RATE CODE DESCRIPTIONS

• Texts have to be entered in English only. The same information will display to the Travel Agents worldwide via the seamless GDS.
• Package elements (i.e. breakfast, wine, dinner, etc.) are not visible in the GDS unless you mention them in your Rate Code Short Info.
• Only the first two lines of your Rate Plan Short Info will be returned in the seamless GDS. It is about 100/120 characters including blank spaces. Excessive text will be cut off.

UTILIZING THE CRS FOR CONTENT ADJUSTMENTS

• All GDS descriptions within Windsurfer can be found within the Multi-Channel descriptions field.
• This tab is typically linked below the room and/or rate descriptions tab.
• There is a specific character limit for this tab, so you want to make sure you get your most sellable items listed while also minimizing anything not truly necessary.

WHAT DOES MY HOTEL LOOK LIKE?

Most hoteliers have no clue what they look like on the GDS channel. Therefore, to capture the thousands of guests that utilize this channel frequently, you must look attractive to lock the booking down. Here are some key points make sure you sell well:
• Focus on consistently updating any policy changes, room name adjustments, and property descriptions. Make it your rule of thumb to check this within Windsurfer each year.
• A picture is worth a thousand words, so make sure your picture is High Resolution!
• Look at your room names and rate code descriptions, especially your packages. Do they do your hotel justice? Are they selling everything they should be selling? Here is a perfect example of how to fit brief descriptions within a room name

MULTI-CHANNEL LOCATION SECTIONS WITH IN THE CRS

• Under cancelation and guarantee Policy
• Under rate code

SELLS SEQUENCE

In setting up the Sells Sequence, a few items to keep in mind will be your descriptions of the room types and your offering CHOICES to the Travel Agent.

Do’s
Choose rooms which will satisfy the broadest needs of your guests in regard to bedding, smoking preferences, and possibilities for upselling.
• Non-if room type is non-smoking.
• Breakfast included – What type? Breakfast Buffet, Continental Breakfast, etc.
• Standard, Deluxe, Suite, Junior Suite, etc.
• Views: Pool, City, Beach, etc.

Example: Using the room description to it’s fullest will enable the agent to up sell from the $259 to $329.

Don’ts
Example: All room descriptions are the same with different rates – this does not allow the agent to up sell since there is no difference in room descriptions.

SETTING UP YOUR RATE SEQUENCING

Your best bet is to offer your lowest rate first (Best Available Rate), COR, and RACK, with Rack being your last rate code to display.

Using your Best Practice Strategy, you will be able differentiate between room types, allowing the agent to upsell more easily.